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Welcome and Housekeeping

Purpose of this event

Use of recording

House rules 



Introductions

Please give a very brief introduction to your role and 
interest in open educational resources 



Introduction to ENCORE+

European Network for Catalysing 
Open Resources in Education

https://encoreproject.eu/

https://encoreproject.eu/


ENCORE+

ENCORE+ is a Knowledge Alliance project funded by the European 
Commission under Erasmus+

Supporting the uptake of open education resources (OER)

Catalysing and sharing innovative practice across education and business 

Developing stakeholder communities for knowledge exchange 
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Partners

● International Council for Distance Education (Norway)
● Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (Germany)
● The Open University (UK)
● Universidad Internacional De La Rioja (Spain)
● Knowledge 4 All Foundation (UK)
● Joubel (Norway)
● Fondazione Politecnico di Milano (Italy)
● Instructure Global (UK)
● Dublin City University (Ireland)



Introduction to ENCORE+

Background and Rationale 



Open Educational Resources (OER) 

Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning and research 
materials in any medium – digital or otherwise – that are in the public 
domain and/or released under an open license that permits no-cost access, 
use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited 
restrictions. They are free at the point of use and ‘free’ in the sense that 
they provide users with greater freedoms in how resources are shared, 
used, customised and iterated. 

Compatible definitions of OER are provided by UNESCO, Hewlett 
Foundation and OER Commons.
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https://en.unesco.org/themes/building-knowledge-societies/oer
https://hewlett.org/strategy/open-education/
https://www.oercommons.org/oer-101


5Rs of OER
The right to... 

● Retain means that the resource can be freely copied, downloaded and stored; 

● Reuse allows resources to be used in different contexts (classroom; home; online, &c.) in 
an unaltered format;

● Revise conveys that the content can be altered, edited, revised or otherwise changed (e.g. 
to update or translate a resource);

● Remix permits a resource to be combined with other resources to create something new 
(e.g. an anthology, remix or ‘mash-up’);

● Redistribute enables the republishing and sharing of a resource (in original or altered 
forms).

9
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https://encoreproject.eu/2021/09/13/oer-innovation-briefing/
for more background on OER 

https://encoreproject.eu/2021/09/13/oer-innovation-briefing/


Benefits of OER 
There is a wealth of evidence to suggest that OER have a positive effect on learning 
and teaching without compromising quality (e.g. de los Arcos et al., 2014; Hilton, 
2016; Weller et al., 2015; Wiley, 2015).

When embedded in the right organisational culture, the benefits of OER include:
● Improved access to education and training
● Dramatically reducing the cost of educational and training materials
● Facilitating more diverse input into the creation of learning materials
● Efficient use and reuse of intellectual property
● Greater opportunity for synchronous and asynchronous learning
● Pedagogical innovation and critical reflection
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http://oro.open.ac.uk/41866/
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11423-016-9434-9
http://oro.open.ac.uk/44963/
https://opencontent.org/blog/archives/3743


Benefits of OER 
There is a wealth of evidence to suggest that OER have a positive effect on learning 
and teaching without compromising quality (e.g. de los Arcos et al., 2014; Hilton, 
2016; Weller et al., 2015; Wiley, 2015).

When embedded in the right organisational culture, the benefits of OER include:
● More flexibility in provision in education and training
● Facilitating translation and adaptation of resources for different markets
● More responsive design and calibration of education and training materials
● Flexible integration into learning management systems and platforms
● Transparency/publicity in the creation and use of educational resources
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http://oro.open.ac.uk/41866/
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11423-016-9434-9
http://oro.open.ac.uk/44963/
https://opencontent.org/blog/archives/3743


OER in Europe 

13http://oerworldmap.org

http://oerworldmap.org/


OER in Europe 

● OER World Map includes details of 1400+ organisations, 900+ services, 500+ 
projects and 300+ policies in support of OER

● However, activity is typically uncoordinated, and happens in clusters 
(national/regional, disciplinary, technological, etc.)

● Limited interactions between academia, public and private sectors 

● Covid-19 has forced greater use of online learning and need for resources which 
can be met by OER  

14



ENCORE+ Background and Rationale 

● The European Network for Catalysing Open Resources in Education (ENCORE+) 
responds to the priorities of opening up and modernising the European 
education and training sector through a coordinated European OER ecosystem

● ENCORE+ brings together meaningful and focused human networks; 
technological solutions for sharing and discovering OER; policy reviews; quality 
criteria; and generating business models which draw on the affordances of OER 
to support innovation

● ENCORE+ supports uptake of OER through business and academia by 
formulating value propositions for using OER in education, training and business

15



ENCORE+ Background and Rationale 

● ENCORE+ directly addresses several European and international policy 
priorities: 

○ Stimulating innovation in businesses through learning and training 
innovation

○ Reducing barriers to education affording learners the opportunity to up-
skill or re-skill at a lower or nearly no cost, and in a flexible way 

○ Supporting the modernisation of higher education in Europe, including 
digitalisation

○ Bridging non-formal & formal education by advancing recognition of open 
learning

16
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Introduction to ENCORE+

5 Key Challenges for the OER Ecosystem 
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ENCORE+ Ecosystem

ENCORE+ will function as 
a network catalyst for a 
socio-technical ecosystem. 
That means that ENCORE+’s 
main mission will be to 
amplify existing OER 
initiatives, projects, platforms 
and networks by integrating 
them across the four 
thematic Circle strands and 
three crosscutting integration 
events.



5 Key Challenges 
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Needs Actions Outcomes

Need 1: De-fragment 
the OER stakeholders 
community in Europe

Mapping the OER ecosystem and 
its stakeholders; modelling future 
scenarios; consultation exercises; 
whitepapers; integration events; 
guides for innovation; integration 
across education and 
training; entrepreneurialism; 
reporting

ENCORE+ network, 
strengthening and 
connecting existing 
OER communities 



5 Key Challenges 
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Needs Actions Outcomes

Need 2: Strengthen 
collaboration and 
interoperability 
among European OER 
repositories

Providing a centralised hub for 
OER content; new paradigms for 
repository technologies (interfaces; 
implementations; protocols; 
content creation & re-use; 
networking) authenticated by the 
relevant communities to support 
best practice 

Integrated architecture 
of a European OER 
repositories 
infrastructure



5 Key Challenges 
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Needs Actions Outcomes

Need 3: Support 
development of OER 
institutional 
strategies in 
European businesses 
and academia

Working with diverse stakeholder 
base to identify, synthesise and 
share strategies and business 
models across business and higher 
education

European guidelines for 
developing effective 
OER strategies in 
business and academia



5 Key Challenges 
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Needs Actions Outcomes

Need 4: Integrated 
European OER quality 
paradigm and 
assurance 
mechanisms

Identifying the key quality 
concerns for future OER 
repositories, communities and 
users; piloting a new quality 
framework focused on harnessing 
and enabling OER innovation

European open & 
community-led Quality 
Review Framework for 
OER



5 Key Challenges 
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Needs Actions Outcomes

Need 5: 
Entrepreneurial 
innovative 
approaches and 
business models 
based on OER

Supporting innovation through 
information exchange; appropriate 
software and services to enable 
pathways to innovation; 
understanding of the drivers of 
innovation; meaningful 
interactions between relevant 
stakeholders; providing a 
showcase for innovation

European business and 
start-up community, 
empowered to innovate 
and improve operations 
by leveraging OER 
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ENCORE+ Ecosystem

ENCORE+ will function as 
a network catalyst for a 
socio-technical ecosystem. 
That means that ENCORE+’s 
main mission will be to 
amplify existing OER 
initiatives, projects, platforms 
and networks by integrating 
them across the four 
thematic Circle strands and 
three crosscutting integration 
events.



Innovation and OER 



Understanding Innovation 

Text
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurek
a_(word)#/media/File:Archimede_ba
in.jpg

“Innovation is production or adoption, 
assimilation, and exploitation of a value-
added novelty in economic and social 
spheres; renewal and enlargement of 
products, services, and markets; 
development of new methods of production; 
and the establishment of new management 
systems. It is both a process and an 
outcome.”

Crossan & Apayadin (2010)
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-
6486.2009.00880.x

Εὕρηκα!

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-6486.2009.00880.x


What’s innovative about OER?

● Open Educational Resources (OER) are an innovation, but what they 
respond to (copyright) was also an innovation

● Copyright was introduced to regulate IP in the age of mechanical 
reproduction: 

○ Incentivising creative production

○ Preserving the integrity of creative works

○ Establishing rules for the economic exploitation of works

29



Sustainability 2020, 12, 7053; doi:10.3390/su12177053

https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/12/17/7053


● [O]ne impediment is traditional thinking that educational innovation exists within formal educational 
institutions (e.g., schools, institutes, universities) and not in other formal or informal environments. 
Moving beyond this thinking presents a niche of opportunity to generate lines of research and 
publications related to the processes of formal and informal learning within networks, considering 
multiple relationships with educational institutions and other sectors.

● Another challenge of great incidence is “openness,” the capacity to bring together diverse sectors 
(educational, social, enterprise, cultural) for collaboration and dissemination.  In this landscape, the 
field of open education is fertile, both for training in educational innovation and for promoting 
innovations within the framework of the open educational movement with practices of production, use, 
dissemination, and mobilization.  

● Here, the open education movement is visualized as a dynamic phenomenon, in constant evolution, 
that starts from the simplest idea of taking advantage of resources to share a common good, namely, 
knowledge. However, open education can also mean something more complex: developing educational 
practices that contribute to the necessary improvements in education, management, and research 
required by external changes. 

Ramirez-Montoya (2020). Sustainability, 12, 7053; doi:10.3390/su12177053



● [O]ne impediment is traditional thinking that educational innovation exists within formal educational 
institutions (e.g., schools, institutes, universities) and not in other formal or informal environments. 
Moving beyond this thinking presents a niche of opportunity to generate lines of research and 
publications related to the processes of formal and informal learning within networks, considering 
multiple relationships with educational institutions and other sectors.

● Another challenge of great incidence is “openness,” the capacity to bring together diverse sectors 
(educational, social, enterprise, cultural) for collaboration and dissemination.  In this landscape, the 
field of open education is fertile, both for training in educational innovation and for promoting 
innovations within the framework of the open educational movement with practices of production, use, 
dissemination, and mobilization.  

● Here, the open education movement is visualized as a dynamic phenomenon, in constant evolution, that 
starts from the simplest idea of taking advantage of resources to share a common good, namely, 
knowledge. However, open education can also mean something more complex: developing educational 
practices that contribute to the necessary improvements in education, management, and research 
required by external changes. 

Ramirez-Montoya (2020). Sustainability, 12, 7053; doi:10.3390/su12177053



Weller (2014) suggests that motivations for moving towards openness are 
difficult to be categorical about since they are so heavily influenced by context. 

Costa (2014). Digital scholarship practices. 
Compiled and adapted from Weller (2011)

https://www.ubiquitypress.com/site/books/m/10.5334/bam/
https://journal.alt.ac.uk/index.php/rlt/article/view/1426
http://oro.open.ac.uk/29664/
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Forms of Innovation inspired by OER 
(Coughlan, Pitt & Farrow, 2019)
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Task-Artifact Cycle (Carroll et. al, 1991)

36

Tasks 

Tasks specify the 
requirements for artifacts 
that can be useful in their 

completion 

New Requirements

Understanding of 
requirements is always 

evolving .

New Possibilities or 
Constraints 

Evolving contexts means 
that new tasks/artefacts 
are always emergent 

Artifacts

Artifacts develop our 
understanding of tasks, 
and must adapt to new use 
contexts 
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Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers, 2003)

• Focused on spread of new technology & practices
• Adoption culture is required for innovations to sustain
• Relative advantage; compatibility
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Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers, 2003)

• Focused on spread of new technology & practices
• Adoption culture is required for innovations to sustain
• Relative advantage; compatibility

OER has 5% K12 market share 
in USA 

https://www.onlinelearningsurv
ey.com/reports/k-
12_whatweteach.pdf



Gartner Hype Cycle

39CC BY Olga Tarkovskiy https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hype-Cycle-General.png .

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:NeedCokeNow
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hype-Cycle-General.png
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SAMR Framework applied to Open Textbooks
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Subtitution Augmentation Modification Redefinition

Use Open Textbooks in place 
of proprietary versions 

(More than $1 billion saved in 
the USA)

https://sparcopen.org/news/2
018/1-billion-in-savings-
through-open-educational-
resources/

Freely shared and 
accessible online 

Enhances access, 
reduced 
dependency on 
grants and loans

Facilitates 
pedagogical 
experimentation 
and iteration

Producing 
revised/remixed 
versions of lessons, 
textbooks and 
supplementary 
resources (e.g. 
assessments, 
multimedia)

Collaboration across 
institutions 

Rethinking the textbook 
as the standard 
organisation of 
curricula 

https://sparcopen.org/news/2018/1-billion-in-savings-through-open-educational-resources/


Supporting Innovation with OER 

● Raise awareness of open alternatives
● Empower individuals in ways that enable them to exercise autonomy
● Encourage experimentation in pedagogy and practice
● Develop constructive, critical learning cultures
● Think and act at the level of the ecosystem
● Leverage the power of networks 

42

Farrow, R. (2017) Open education and critical pedagogy, Learning, Media and Technology, 42:2, 130-
146, DOI: 10.1080/17439884.2016.1113991

Deimann, M., & Farrow, R. (2013). Rethinking OER and their use: Open education as Bildung. The International 
Review of Research in Open and Distributed Learning, 14(3), 344-360. https://doi.org/10.19173/irrodl.v14i3.1370

https://doi.org/10.1080/17439884.2016.1113991
https://doi.org/10.19173/irrodl.v14i3.1370


Business Model Focus 



Business Model Strategies 
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Defender Prospector

Products and Services Core institutional provision Complementary/alternative

Target Group Existing market Non-traditional market(s)

Communiation Channels Traditional New/innovative

Value Chain Based in legacy New approaches

Competitive Advantage Traditional competences & 
expertise

Unfamiliar/emergent 
competencies & experience

Networks Traditional institutional or 
cultural parameters

Non-traditional or (dynamic) 
networks (e.g., alliance, joint-
venture)

Profitability/Sustainability incremental cost cutting and 
efficiencies

new processes to generate 
revenues
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OER Business Models 

Defender-like strategies

● The fixed core model – maintaining core, innovating on the edges
● The outreach model – maintaining core, but focus on new relationships with target groups
● The service-provider model – focus on target group, innovating on the edges

Prospector-like strategies

● The entrepreneurial model – innovating in all areas
● The entrepreneurial model with fixed core – innovating in all areas apart from the core

45



Openness and Flexibility in Provision 
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OER Business Models (Darwish, 2019) 
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Model Definition & 
Motivation

Technical Requirement, 
Organization & 
Management 

Revenue 
Stream(s)

Issues 

Static Content/curation 
based (e.g. 
repositories, 
libraries, 
courseware)

Motivation: 
Reduce cost of 
educational 
materials, improve 
access 

Open platform

Organisation: 
Classification, 
categorization, SEO

Management: DIY, 
system development, 
community collaboration 
& sharing

None

Donation

Subsidy

Lack of 
committed 
members

Unsustainable 
participation

Updates & 
maintenance 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333918127_Open_Educational_Resources_OER-based_Entrepreneurship_Business_Models


OER Business Models (Darwish, 2019) 
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Model Definition & 
Motivation

Technical Requirement, 
Organization & 
Management 

Revenue 
Stream(s)

Issues 

Interactive Courses/products 
for self-directed & 
blended learning 
(xMOOCs, games, 
edutainment) 

Motivation: 
Production-based 
industry/business 

Platform/VLE

Multimedia authoring & 
production tools 

Organisation: studio 
production, learning 
theory, AI scenarios

Management: 
collaborating with 
institutions

Based on 
level of 
interaction 
and 
optimization 
of user 
experience

Updating 
material isn’t 
feasible, 
production 
for different 
platforms 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333918127_Open_Educational_Resources_OER-based_Entrepreneurship_Business_Models


OER Business Models (Darwish, 2019) 
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Model Definition & 
Motivation

Technical Requirement, 
Organization & 
Management 

Revenue 
Stream(s)

Issues 

Dynamic Online courses

Blended learning 

Motivation: 
Distance & Online 
learning (cMOOC)

Learning Management 
System (LMS)

Organisation: University 
centre

Management: 
Regulations from online 
degrees 

Units of 
learning

Credits

Online 
degrees

Quality

Instructor 
workload

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333918127_Open_Educational_Resources_OER-based_Entrepreneurship_Business_Models


OER Business Models (Darwish, 2019) 
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Model Definition & 
Motivation

Technical Requirement, 
Organization & 
Management 

Revenue 
Stream(s)

Issues 

Transformative  Service/Career 
based Courses

Motivation: In job 
training, bespoke 
learning 

Learning Management 
System (LMS)

Organisation: scheduled, 
real-time 
communication 

Management: Needs 
analysis from markets & 
industry, 
transdisciplinary teams, 
intermediaries 

Platform/
brokerage 
model

Marketplace 
exchange

Efficiencies

Service 
network 

Outsourcing

Co-ordination

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333918127_Open_Educational_Resources_OER-based_Entrepreneurship_Business_Models


Open Innovation 
● Open Innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) refers to increasing cooperation as 

a response to the complexity of the contemporary world 

● A distributed understanding of innovation: using both internal/external 
ideas and routes to market

● Contrasted with closed/proprietary/competitive approach 

● Alternative approach to intellectual property; Shortening feedback loops 
for knowledge exchange 

● Rethinking relationships between sectors, organizations and markets
51

https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/Open_Innovation.html?id=4hTRWStFhVgC&redir_esc=y


Open Innovation 
● Platformisation to catalyse open innovation (Piller & Hilgers, 2021)

● Controversies around open innovation and competitive advantage – can 
this come from an ecosystem? Is it coherent? (Bénézech, 2012; 
Wikhamm, 2013)

● No coherent analytical framework of openness across cases (Dahlander 
& Gann, 2010:699)

● Innovation as an open educational practice? 

52

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-61477-5_13
https://www.cairn.info/revue-journal-of-innovation-economics-2012-2-page-145.htm
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/caim.12035
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048733310000272


Service Vectors for OER Innovation 
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Teaching Authentication

Training Accreditation/Recognition

Self-directed learning Proctoring

Lifelong learning Quality Assurance

Rapid reskilling Platformisation

Equality, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) Course authoring

Forecasting & Needs analysis Authoring & Publication

Learning pathways Curation

TVET Translation 



OER Innovation & 
Business Models Position Paper v.1 

A European Ecosystem for Innovation in Learning: 
Harnessing the Power of OER



ENCORE+ Innovation Position Paper

Group Activity

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NUBBTVB_XMR6xTieFFd5QyrIEEOq3J
bHA1Vdkg2MVfQ/edit?usp=sharing

Short URL https://bit.ly/3i2DHsv

● Comment on draft position paper 
● Focus on pp.1-3
● Write comments directly in the Google doc 
● Verbal feedback to webinar

55

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NUBBTVB_XMR6xTieFFd5QyrIEEOq3JbHA1Vdkg2MVfQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://bit.ly/3i2DHsv


ENCORE+ Innovation Position Paper

Discussion & Feedback 56



OER Innovation & 
Business Models Circle 

Looking Ahead… 



The ENCORE+ ‘Innovation Pivot’
Creation of an OER innovation evaluation framework
● Develop theory/model of innovation
● Piloting and refinement of framework/tool

Highlight and amplify innovation & business model cases:
● Establishing key criteria for cases of interest
● Benchmarking technical innovation 
● Connecting with external stakeholders 
● Developing OER value proposition

58



The ENCORE+ ‘Innovation Pivot’
Desk research to identify drivers, enablers, barriers and challenges for 
innovation through OER and provide evaluation criteria for identifying 
outstanding examples of OER innovation.
● Regular Innovation Briefings (6 monthly)
● Innovation Report 2022

Future Circles:
● February 2022
● October 2022
● April 2023

Innovation Showcase April 2023
59
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Supporting ENCORE+

● Invite 5 personal contacts to join ENCORE+ Circles

● Subscribe to project channels (newsletter, blog)

● Share your experiences and inspiration!
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Project partners:

Thank You!



Project partners:

Contacts
Robert Farrow, The Open University (UK)
rob.farrow@open.ac.uk / @philosopher1978

Juliane Granly, ICDE
granly@icde.org

Website
For further and updated information
about this project please see:
www.encoreproject.eu
info@encoreproject.eu


